
STEFAN KLEINSCHUSTER’S AMERICAN BEAUTY SERIES:
 
Stefan Kleinschuster’s figural canvases are large, undeniable and command attention in any space. Each piece is a singular glimpse 
into another world which reads like a screen shot, a film still, a cinematic thrill. The work isn’t about a momentary high or ephemeral pro-
jection; it’s a naturally unfolding event, one that presents with immediacy.
 
Kleinschuster’s images aren’t overtly racy. They are definitely sexy, but maintain a refined edge. The world of his American Beauties is 
not elite, it is mundane, and yet what happens there is numinous. He creates a place where women hold power, even if initially it might 
not seem to be the case.

These women draw quiet strength from the natural world (Red Leaves and The Orchard) with as much grace as they command a 
raucous crowd (The Beach), or a post apocalyptic world in (After the Rain). The work is an interesting take on a return to the sacred 
feminine, tapping into the magic of the natural world, and how these things are not at odds with living in a modern way. 

Kleinschuster’s women are ballsy and beautiful. Whether they stand nearly naked in a room rife with guns and bullet holes (Guns and 
Ammo), or wait patiently beneath the water’s surface, floating with loose globs of sinister oil in (LA Woman), each girl seems to know 
her “salt” and is comfortable with her own power. The girl lifting her shirt in The Bees does so with the protection of her swarm. It is her 
gaze, her energy that sends the largest angry bee out in her defense.
 
Spending time with his work is like attending party where any minute things are bound to get out of hand…someone will take off a 
shirt, pull a gun, start a fire. And yet strangely, In the midst of it, you charmed. Charmed into believing this world is possible, undeniably 
intense, and positively intoxicating. 

The American Beauty series, is the inaugural show at Project Gallery’s new space in Santa Monica. Kleinschuster is a recent transplant 
from Denver, and this is his first show in California. The work will be on view from May 1-3. Opening reception is Friday, May 1st from 
7:00-10:00pm.

Los Angeles based Project Gallery opened its doors in 2012 with an intent to bring a distinct and unique voice to the community. In a 
very short time, the gallery has lived up to its commitment to present diversified and compelling programming and has showcased the 
brightest in both emerging and established Art and Photography. Featured contemporary artists have included Zio Ziegler, Ian Ross 
and Jeremiah Kille and HUEMAN. Rare exhibitions with world-renowned musicians Serj Tankian and MOBY both garnered widespread 
acclaim and further established Project’s cutting edge notoriety. Project has received extensive media attention from The Los Angeles 
Times, Entertainment Weekly, LA Weekly, Arrested Motion, Artillery, NYLON,Complex, Los Angeles Confidential, Fast Company, KCET 
Artbound and many other regional, national and international outlets.

The Nartonis Project is dedicated to presenting fresh work, past and present, from the vibrant West Coast Art scene.

For preview inquiries, please contact sarah@projectgallery.com

Project Gallery presents American Beauty: works by Stefan Kleinschuster
May 1-3 2015; opening reception 7-10p
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